2010 honda van

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Excellent Condition. Better fuel economy than the Sienna and Town and Country. The
21 gallon fuel tank will give you over highway miles per fill-up. Covers you up to , miles or 24
months from date of purchase, whichever comes first. Backed by 40 plus years of the Ciocca
family name, the choice is clear! Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration.
Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. COM for
more information. Audio Input. Leather Sunroof and 3rd row seats with flip and fold!!! This Van
is ready for the road. DVD player Alloy wheels and 15 cupholders make this van ready for all the
members of your family!! Don't miss out on the opportunity to own this high quality van at an
affordable price. This is it. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low
mileage Honda Odyssey. A rare find these days. Added comfort with contemporary style is the
leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Honda Odyssey EX-L. More
information about the Honda Odyssey: The Honda Odyssey is still one of the top-rated minivans
in the U. With ample passenger capacity, a folding third-row seat and several beverage holders,
the Odyssey's design emphasizes cutting edge style, safety and clever innovation. Safety is
important to minivan buyers, so the Odyssey employs standard multiple airbags, electronic
stability control, anti-lock brakes, active head restraints and many other technologies intended
to keep passengers safe. Strengths of this model include strong acceleration and handling, A
practical and popular minivan, powerful V6 engine, and interior comfort and versatility. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. At AutoNation Honda Covington Pike our Internet Sales Consultants
specialize in saving our customers both time and money by simplifying the process of locating
and purchasing a car, truck, SUV, or van. We specialize in providing financing options to fit
most budgets and personal situations including credit challenges. Contact one of our Internet
Sales Consultants TODAY at to schedule your personal appointment to come in and select your
next vehicle, or visit our website at: You will be glad that you did. How to protect your
purchase? With less than 73,mi on this Honda Odyssey, you'll appreciate the practically
showroom newness of this vehicle. Adjectives like impeccable, spotless, and immaculate can
be used to describe how clean this Honda Odyssey EX-L is, causing it to feel more like a new
vehicle than a pre-owned one. There are options that you need, And there are options that you
want. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Compare, adjust and save
your payment options on every vehicle in stock at: PerformanceToyotaStore. We value your
time and that's why we want to give you the best buying and service experiences in the Greater
Cincinnati area! Also, ask your product specialist about our home test drives and deliveries.
Save time and money through our exclusive Performance Remote Services! Distance limitations
may apply. Our dealership is conveniently located on Route 4 in Fairfield, Ohio. As a proud
member of the family-owned Performance Automotive Network, we have access to thousands of
new and used vehicles. This gives us the ability to find the perfect vehicle to fit your needs and
budget. We will give you top-dollar for your trade or make you a cash offer if you'd prefer the
convenience of selling us your vehicle directly. Use for comparison purposes only. Your
mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle,
etc. See dealer for complete details or sign in to download a copy of your vehicle's warranty.
Warranty may be restricted or denied if your vehicle or part has been modified, improperly
maintained or removed. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is
Mocha Metallic with a Ivory Leather interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available.
We ship to anywhere in the US! If you are asking We will always give you more for your trade if
you purchase from us or not! We are transparent and we want you to know exactly where and
how we come up with the value YOU will feel is right! We have financing to fit all customer
needs! All pre-owned cars are inspected by Certified Honda Technicians. You will love the way
we do business and understand why our customers in the Mid-Mo area are saying that
Columbia Honda is the Smart Choice! Visit us at You will be glad you did! Serra Auto Park's
pre-auction inventory offers the consumer the ability to buy a vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All
vehicles displayed pre-auction are sold AS-IS. The term AS-IS means that there is absolutely NO
expressed or implied warranty of condition or fitness for a particular purpose. This applies to
both the mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS-IS vehicles. The purchaser of an AS-IS
vehicle will pay all costs for any repairs. Serra Auto Park assumes no responsibility for any
repairs, regardless of any verbal statements made about any vehicle in the pre-auction
inventory section. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.

Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 3, Engine Type Gas 3, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 4
cylinders 1 6 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Know The Deal. Frame damage. Showing 1 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. At five years and 56, miles we find our Odyssey
hasn't aged as much as I have, thank goodness. Vehicle's outside appearance is still very good,
interior shows little wear, engine still sounds and feels sound, transmission doesn't whine, gas
mileage still ranges around 20 to 24 mpg on the road , handling hasn't loosened up to any
significant degree and resale value is excellent. The problems I have with this vehicle have to do
with braking although there's never been a loss of braking there's a softer pedal than I like and
when you do longer road trips across the prairies you have to be aware you're not driving a
Ford, for example, with a Ford dealer and shop in almost every town. With a Honda reliability is
mandatory because dealerships are generally located in cities and often cities are few and far
between. So, we do like our Odyssey because it's been a great "buy" and a vehicle that lives up
to its reputation. Now, in , at a little over 64, miles the vehicle still handles well except for the
stupid brakes , rides well, looks good and I can't see why we need to replace it. I'm still
impressed with the Honda resale value and that's made buying the Odyssey a wise investment.
In we have a new CR-V in our garage to keep our Odyssey company. This will be the 4th new
Honda and we are still so pleased with this make and the models. The Odyssey nears 80, miles,
we've done the timing belt and other goodies according to recommendations, have new tires on
it and this is still the long trip go-to vehicle. Ride is still comfortable with none of the squeaking,
groaning, rattling old age noises of 10 year old vehicles. At oil changes our dealer's shop
provides us with a check list and last time the wipers needed replacement. Besides tires that
brings us to repair and replacement items of one tail light and three sets of wipers - in 10 years
and 80, miles. No doubt the Odyssey is in better shape than I am. Read more. Read less. Sign
Up. Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location. Enter your ZIP
Code to see offers nearby. If the detected vehicle slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and
stop your vehicle as well. After stopping, a tap on the throttle instructs the car to continue
maintaining the desired interval. The camera can recognize traffic signs and display the
information about them on the Driver Information Interface. Family-friendly features, a
high-quality interior and comfortable, spacious seats in all three rows make the Odyssey shine
as U. The Odyssey is the first minivan to achieve such a distinction. Honda Limited Warranty.
Roadside Assistance. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping Tools. Are
you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Current Offers. There
are currently no offers in your area. Enter a new ZIP Code to continue your search. Plus find out
about upcoming sales events. Find Offers. Change ZIP Code. Elegance meets innovation. The
all-purpose family room. Elite shown in Lunar Silver Metallic. The Odyssey stands ready to take
on family adventures in style, with a gloss-black grille, LED headlights and available inch
wheels. Ultra-modern styling and easy-access features like power sliding doors make the
Odyssey a delight to look at or load up. Raise the profile of your Odyssey with inch alloy wheels
that add style and presence from the ground up. The darkened rear windows wrap around to the
back while neatly hiding the track for the sliding doors. The front end includes LED fog lights,
housed below the turn signal indicators and running lights. The contemporary design of the
LED taillights is striking. With a host of Honda Genuine Accessories like fog lights and roof
rails, the customization possibilities are nearly endless. Photo has been digitally enhanced to
show the light more clearly. When you unlock your Odyssey, the welcome light illuminates the
ground outside your doors, helping you watch your step when getting in and out. The chrome
door trim is a stylish accent that adds a finishing touch to your Odyssey. The contours of the
streamlined body side molding look stylish while also helping to protect your Odyssey from
door dings. The chrome rear bumper protector enhances your exterior, while helping prevent
scratches when loading and unloading. Rear Window Design. LED Headlights. LED Fog Lights.
LED Taillights. Welcome Light. Chrome Door Trim. Roof Rails and Crossbars. Body Side
Molding. Chrome Rear Bumper Protector. Elite shown with Beige Leather. Elite shown with Gray
Leather. They can also fold flat, for easy removal and carrying. With seating for up to eight, the
Odyssey is spacious and accommodating enough to make even long drives a breeze. Power
sliding doors standard on EX and above. The power sliding doors open wide for easy cargo
loading and passenger entry, and can be easily operated with your key fob from up to 50 feet
away. Leather-trimmed interior standard on EX-L and above. With a leather-trimmed interior and
soft-touch premium materials throughout the cabin, you can ride in style and treat your
passengers to the same comfortable experience. The The system also supports an accessibility
function for individuals with disabilities. To learn more, click here. Wireless phone charger
standard on Elite. Compatible device required. No more need for adapters and cords. Leave the

key fob in your pocket. All the power to start your engine is at your fingertips with push button
start. Heated front seats standard on EX and above. Ventilated front seats standard on Elite.
Heated and ventilated front seats keep you and your front passenger comfortable in any
weather. One-touch power moonroof standard on EX-L and above. Whether you're off to the
beach or exploring the city, get a better view and some fresh air with the one-touch power
moonroof. Remote engine start and tri-zone automatic climate control standard on EX and
above. Remote engine start lets you get the tri-zone automatic climate control running before
you step inside, helping you warm up on cold days or cool down when it's hot out. Tri-zone
automatic climate control standard on EX and above. The tri-zone automatic climate control
system makes it easy to keep everyone comfortable. Second-row sunshades standard on EX
and above. Third-row sunshades standard on Touring and Elite. Provide quick relief from the
glaring sun with integrated sunshades for second- and third-row passengers. Heated,
leather-wrapped steering wheel standard on Elite. Treat your hands to the comfort of a
luxurious heated, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and enjoy a warmer, more pleasant driving
experience. Power tailgate with programmable height standard on EX-L and above. Hands-free
access power tailgate standard on Elite. Whether loading or unloading, a simple kick of your
foot under the rear bumper will grant you hands-free access to the rear cargo space. The power
tailgate's height-adjustable feature makes it quick and easy to customize for drivers of all sizes.
Bag hooks on the back of the Magic Seat help groceries upright. Wet boots? Muddy shoes? Dog
hair? No problem. Either or both can be removed to stow the corresponding seat. The molded
vinyl trifold cargo mat helps protect the cargo area from everyday wear and tear. The daily wear
and tear on your rear seats can be brutal. Seat covers offer stylish protection that will help keep
your original seats in excellent condition. The cargo net helps keep your grocery bags upright
and holds most loose items securely in place. Seating Configurations. Power Sliding Doors.
Leather-Trimmed Interior. Driver Information Interface. Wireless Phone Charger. Push Button
Start. One-Touch Power Moonroof. Remote Engine Start. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Heated
Steering Wheel. Cargo Space. Cargo Configurations. Cargo Bins. Cargo Mat. Cargo Net. The
Odyssey was designed with a host of smart features for the whole family. Learn more about
data plans here. In addition to directions, it also features lane guidance to help you prepare for
upcoming turns. Too cold? Too warm? And with the social playlist feature, everyone can have a
say in the music played by simply adding a song to a playlist. Screen shown may not be
current. Check fuel status, start your engine remotely, control the door locks and more, all from
your smartphone. Display Audio touch-screen standard on EX and above. Touch, pinch and
swipe your way through music, podcasts and navigation with the stunning 8-inch Display Audio
touch-screen. The perfect soundtrack makes every drive that much better. The available
speaker premium audio system helps turn pretty much any soundtrack into the perfect one.
Multi-zone audio standard on Elite. Multi-zone audio allows you to choose between preset
zones, so you can play music in one zone while another remains quiet. With USB ports in the
front, center console, and second and third rows of the Odyssey, you can plug in and charge up
to five compatible digital devices. Elite shown in Modern Steel Metallic. Illustration shown for
demonstration purposes. Warning indicators alert you if the system detects a vehicle. Leave the
key in your pocket. With Smart Entry, you can unlock the doors with a touch of the door handle.
The Odyssey adds extra peace of mind for parents with the rear seat reminder. Get a little extra
help in icy, snowy conditions with Snow mode, which recalibrates the traction-control system to
give you more confidence. Navigation System. Premium Audio. Multi-Zone Audio. Multi-Angle
Rearview Camera. Smart Entry. Rear Seat Reminder. V-6 Engine. See how the Odyssey
compares to other minivans in terms of performance, features, specs and overall value.
Brochures image. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice. We
stock a wide inventory of new Ford models in the Lexington area. If you're looking for a used or
preowned certified vehicle, we have many options for you to choose from. Our Richmond Ford
dealership has the best inventory, prices, and customer service near you. Visit our Ford Lincoln
dealership serving Nicholasville, Danville, and beyond or contact us today for a test drive!
Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information
contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information
and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind,
either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not include
applicable tax, title, and license charges. Vehicles shown at different locations are not currently
in our inventory Not in Stock but can be made available to you at our location within a
reasonable date from the time of your request, not to exceed one week. Get Sale Price. Explore
Financing. Body Style 4D Passenger Van. Color Green. Engine 6 Cyl - 3. Vehicle Description!!!
And, when it comes to resale value, the Honda brand is always a strong performer. Source:
KBB. We will do our best to find your vehicle in 24 hours using our nationwide locator service.

Call is at Features Options Specs. We turn our inventory daily, please check with the dealer to
confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months 48
months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your
Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about
this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur
charges depending on their wireless carrier. You have no vehicle information saved in your
Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Engineering 5 Speed Automatic
EX. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm.
Redline rpm. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Multi-Point Fuel Injection.
Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. May vary with driving conditions. See your owner's
manual for more details. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic EX. Unit-Body Construction.
MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock.
Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Wheelbase in. Length in.
Height in. Width in. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 3rd-row.
Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 2nd-row. Cargo Volume cu ft, behind 1st-row. Passenger Volume cu
ft. Seating Capacity. Crankcase qt. Coolant System qt. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for
comparison purposes only. Do not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary
depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Safety 5 Speed Automatic EX. Brake
Assist. Side-Impact Door Beams. Child-Seat Tether Anchors 3rd row: outboard. Child-Proof
Rear Door Locks. Power Sliding Doors. Remote Entry System. Security System. Body-Colored
Power Side Mirrors. Heat-Rejecting Glass. Rear Privacy Glass. Alloy Wheels. Roof Rails.
Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights. Body-Colored Side Molding. Body-Colored Tailgate
Garnish. Tri-Zone Automatic Climate Control. Programmable Power Door and Tailgate Locks.
Cruise Control. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Steering Wheel-Mounted Audio Controls.
Ambient Console Lighting. Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder. Map Lights all rows.
Instrument Panel-Mounted Shifter. Upper and Lower Glove Compartments. In-Floor Storage
2nd-Row. Seatback Pockets Front-Row. Seatback Pockets 2nd-Row. Coin Holder. Integrated
Sunshades 2nd-Row. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Front Door Courtesy Lights. Rear
Window Defroster. Rear-Seat Heater Ducts. Floor Mats. Cargo Area Light. Rear Storage Well.
Cargo Area Tie-Down Anchors 8 total. Cargo Area Bag Hooks 6 total. Seating 5 Speed
Automatic EX. Driver's Seat with 8-Way Power Adjustment. Driver's Seat with Manual Lumbar
Support. Head Restraints at all Seating Positions. Integrated Glass Antenna. Instrumentation 5
Speed Automatic EX. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure
Indicator. Power Moonroof. Power Tailgate. Automatic Dimming Rearview Mirror. Rearview
Mirror with Rearview Camera Display. Passenger's Seat with 4-Way Power Adjustment.
Leather-Trimmed Seats Front and 2nd-Row. Heated Front Seats. Engineering 5 Speed Automatic
LX. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic LX. Safety 5 Speed Automatic LX. Air Conditioning
Manual, Front and Rear. Sunglasses Holder. Seating 5 Speed Automatic LX. Instrumentation 5
Speed Automatic LX. Engineering 5 Speed Automatic Touring Package. Transmission 5 Speed
Automatic Touring Package. Safety 5 Speed Automatic Touring Package. Fog Lights. Power
Adjustable Pedals. Seating 5 Speed Automatic Touring Package. Instrumentation 5 Speed
Automatic Touring Package. Corner and Backup Sensor Indicator. Miles-to-Empty Indicator.
Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an

impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Zip Code: Shipping Type:. Contact an AMS Vans representative for details on this vehicle,
payment options, and more. Call us at , or use the form below. Submit your contact info and an
email will be sent with next steps. We look forward to working with you on this vehicle. AMS
Vans promises to deliver the best wheelchair accessible van available on the market today With
nearly two decades of experience; manufacturing, selling, and delivering over 12, vans
nationwide, our dedicated team of certified technicians will not allow your van to leave our
Atlanta facility until its right! Please contact one of our experienced Mobility Specialists today
and ask about our three step quality control process. AMS Vans looks forward to serving your
family by providing you with a van that is worthy of our own. Use the form below to notify the
AMS Vans Sales team of your interest in this van, or call us at AMS Vans is an automotive
dealership for people who need an affordable accessible vehicle and financing options. If you
have bad credit, low credit, no credit or have been turned down in the past due to bankruptcy,
we can help you get a car loan through a special finance lender. We advise calling first for
details at Otherwise, click the link below to start the credit application. You will receive a
confirmation email shortly. Call or Text a Mobility Expert. Request Information Email A Friend.
Nationwide Servicing Certified, responsive vehicle care network. Precision Examination point
inspection throughout the conversion. This van has a ramp width of HAT U Transmission
5-Speed Automatic. Request more information for details. Call or email us for details. Estimated
Pricing Vehicle. Payment Calculator. Here are a few key points of our pitch. Financing
Consumer Business Veterans Warranty. Thank you for your submission. An AMS Vans mobility
consultant will contact you as soon as possible. Vehicle Exterior Exterior Appearance
Inspection. In place and matching Inspect certification label federal requirement Check VIN label
to paperwork Check for non-completed recalls. Vehicle has 2 master key with remote entry if
applicable and 2 valet key, flat key Programmed to immobilizer. Contains portfolio, owner's
manual, supplement. Dashboard Lights Illuminate as Designed. Climate control system
functions properly for both heating and cooling. Spare tire size, sidewall condition, tread depth
and air pressure Spare tire and attaching hardware, cover, jack, jack tools and wheel lock if
applicable are present, properly installed and secure Manual fuel lid release operates. Engine oil
replaced and proper level Automatic transmission fluid level Brake fluid level Power steering
fluid level Engine coolant fluid level Washer fluid level. Brake Inspection Minimum 6mm of pad
material required. Chassis Inspection No sign of damage or excessive wear. Differential
lubricant level -- check for contaminants. Start-up Idles normally While driving, engine performs
normally Starter system operates normally Shift Lock. Brake and parking brake function
normally Brake and clutch pedal height, free play and travel meet specs. No warning lights
illuminate during road test. Steering operation is normal Off-center psecifications meet
standards Handling, straight-line operations. Thank you for your Trade submission. Get
Pre-approved for Purchase or Leasing Submit your contact info and an email will be sent with
next steps. You will receive an email shortly with more details. Service Guarantee AMS Vans
promises to deliver the best wheelchair accessible van available on the market today Email A
Friend about Stock Use the form below to let your friend s know about this vehicle! Your Email.
Additional Comments. Thank you for your interest in sharing this vehicle! The email you
submitted will receive a message from us shortly. Get Financing for Purchase or Leasing AMS
Vans is an automotive dealership for people who need an affordable accessible vehicle and
financing options. Click Here to Get Started. Thank You! The Honda Odyssey is a well-rounded
vehicle whose engine and transmission work well together. Handling is agile, secure and aided
by a standard electronic stability control. The interior is crafted nicely and is versatile with a
split-folding third-row seat. Road noise is somewhat pronounced. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda Odyssey owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. The Odysseys run a negative camber on the rear wheels which causes the
tires to wear unevenly on the inside tread. To mitigate this you must rotate them more often
than usual, say every 5k miles versus every 10k. Pain in the rear. In addition, Honda built these
vans without the ability to adjust all three aspects of alignment. Caster cannot be adjusted on
these vans. Therefore, alignment has always been an issue for my van. One dealer couldn't

seem to align it properly, so went to another dealer and they did better, but alignment still
seemed to go out. So now have it aligned once a year to be safe and the alignment equipment
does say it is out of alignment each time. Im screwed. I hate Honda". It pulls to the right and the
tire wear is uneven". It has too much free play according to mechanic, It is expensive to repair.
You can hear it thump when hitting road horizontal seams. Mechanic looked at it but could not
find the source of the leak. He put more steering fluid in, but over time it has leaked out and
made it difficult to steer. Now I am driving it and dealing with it but it's getting close to being
unsafe to drive. Will have to get it fixed soon. Then steering became sluggish, harder and
uneven. After searching internet, it was discovered that break fluid was very low. I took it to my
local mechanic, who found the leak, replaced the leaking part, and refilled the steering fluid. The
power steering pump makes a loud whining noise in colder temperatures. Screech noise". They
supposedly did the recall repair but it didn't help". Dealer had to be forced to do a repair even
when there was recall issued". The dealership commented that this was a known issue, and that
the warranty for many vehicles had been extended for this part. Fluid was added to the
reservo". Inconsistent power assist when cornering". Our power steering pump started to
indicate failure by occasionally making steering harder. When it did totally fail and we took the
Odyssey to the dealer to have it replaced we were told that Honda had extended the warranty on
power steering pumps to 7 years. Had we known of this we would have had it replaced within
the 7 years, the total failure happened at 7 years 3 months. I took the van into Honda when it
was under warranty, but Honda dealer said the pump was working and would not replace. Now
the steering pump needs to be replaced. Told me that they should not be leaking. Brought to
dealer and they said sway bar link. I replaced it but noise persisted. After a year it sounded
worse so I decided to replace the front struts and strut mounts at miles with KYB units and that
solved the problem. I do my own repairs most of the time. So I got the tools and replaced the
strut dampers, while re-using the springs on all four corners. Now she drives as smooth as new!
A special lubricant was ordered and put into the steering column. Have had no trouble since".
Repaired under warranty, something was tightened, steering column? The tires were rotated
and balanced. This did not resolve the issue. The power steering system began leaking, so the
system pump, hoses, rack and pinion , tie rod ends, and ball joints were replaced. This did not
fix the issue. The driveaxles were replaced. The rotors were turned. The issue is not resolved".
The steering assist needed to be worked on to make the dash light go off. Steering in this model
is reputed to be terrible and problematic. Honda gave us the warranty price even though the car
was out of warranty. This is why you buy Hondas. They said "Both Front Axles Faulty. Dealer
kept saying nothing wrong. Out of warranty, then dealer found problem. Would not honor
warranty. I believe Honda new of this defect". Dealership could not find a problem. Has not
happened again. Forced to get new tires faster than should have". Took it to a shop and they
fixed it promptly". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Brakes also wear quickly". It caused
unusual wear on the tire and the rotor was resurfaced. We live in Quebec were the winter
months are quite harsh. Never experienced any brake problems other than the usual grinding
squeaky noises when brakes are at their end. This was the first time the vehicle had any sign of
brake issues". I will not use this company again for such repairs. Also wore out the wheel
assembly which had to be replaced. The rotors on the front were warped and needed
resurfacing and the rear brakes were making an awful noise before we had them replaced". It is
my fault. I drive with two feet because I have a right foot that is turning to the right and makes
me unsure of braking so I use my left foot. I depress both gas and brake". Total replacement
needed". Had to replace all four brake pads and resurface rotors again 12 months later; not
covered by warranty". Do not ride the brakes. Some noise". We're replaced, but did not last
long". The front end vibrated like heck and the steering wheel wiggled badly. Line corroded". I
even went as far as installing aftermarket Powerstop cross drilled and slotted rotors and pads
on the front, and after years the rotors warped. The van is too heavy for the size of rotors and
pads Honda designed it for. Bad design. Temp too high and ruined it. The car would jerk
somewhat to a stop especially at highway speeds. At 50, miles I finally realized something was
wrong when I changed tires, and sure enough, the rotors were not round, or balanced or
whatever". No symptoms prior to failure. Could not drive it the distance to the dealer my regular
repair shop so took it to local shop". Had to replace for aftermarket premium rotors. Front brake
pads needed replaced after only 24, miles". My fault: defective right foot turns right so use 2
feet for safety. Last service was told would need new rotors at next problem. I do not think this a
manufacturer problem". Dealer says its normal". The repair was covered by car insurance, and
required the full replacement of the entire electrical system harness and computer system". As
a result, the seat belt is wet to the point one's clothes get wet. Have to put a towel between
driver and seat belt. Also, cannot let seat belt retract as normal until the rain stops and the

interior of the door post is dry. When the lift gate is raised after a rain, water comes out. Honda
has been unable to fix this problem. Replaced both this past year. This results in water getting
on the carpet edge sometimes when we have summer downpours as we typically do in Florida
this time of year. We have not gotten it fixed and probably won't due to the age and mileage on
the vehicle. Water was getting accumulated. Dealer said that it was due to bad seal and had
replace the seal as it was not covered under warranty". Honda issued a service bulletin on many
minivans from this series, but not mine. I had to write a letter to Honda Japan to get them to fix
it. The root cause was: factory applied too much adhesive". The first problem was the car alarm
going off for no reason. This was followed by the VSA light illuminating and, finally, the battery
being drained. When it rains water comes in around the upper part of the door near the driver's
seat belt anchor. The ceiling and driver's seat belt get wet. One repair shop pushed the seal into
alignment, and the leak stopped; but when someone opened the door again the leak recurred.
Our solution has been to not use that door. After a while the seal must realign because the leak
disapates. We didn't want to incur the cost to replace the seal. Dealer can't seem to fix it". Also,
the moonroof leaks". The dealership has changed the glass, replaced the window regulator and
told me they can't find the problem. So, every time I roll the window up or down, you can hear
the squell for 50 yards around". On occasion, the rattle is also heard with the seats upright.
Sounds like suspension? Dealers attempted t fix 6 times. Still squeaks. This occurs at low
speeds as well. Told by the dealer no problem found. Replaced brakes just to be sure - still
squeaks. Loose rear view mirror that fell off and had to reattached. This started when new.
Numerous attempts by the dealer to fix has failed". Most likely due to its age. When it is cold,
Colorado Fall, Winter, and Spring the sliding doors rattle and allow some cold air infiltration.
You need to get the vehicle warm and drive about 30 miles before the rattling diminishes to an
acceptable level. There's a consistent, high-pitched whistle at speed. Very irritating". The
windows don't close completely' is loose in the door compartment and sound of air coming in
is, at times, deafening". Radio needs to be turned up to hear on highway. Car is no longer worth
pursuing remedy. As the vehicle warms the noise diminishes but never goes away. The wind
noise is still too loud to have a conversation with front seat passenger. It is not possible to have
a conversation with any rear seat passengers. Makes talking to driver or listening to the radio
virtually impossible. I have been a loyal and happy Honda owner for 27 years. I have owned 4
Hondas in this time. I have regretted". Noise occurs almost constantly at 45 MPH and higher. I
have no idea how to fix it and dealer did not have any quick fixes". Mostly windows". Now have
air noise when traveling in excess 25 mph. Windshield repair company re-caulked the
windshield but noise is still there". There seems to be none or very little insulation in the floor
of the cars, making it difficult to hear talk or especially hear the CD player or radio. We even
bought expensive tires that are supposed to cut down on noise, but it has not helped. Our other
problem with the Honda Odyssey is that we have had rocks jump up from other cars hitting
rocks or pebbles on the interstate and break our windshield repeatedly. We think it is from the
angle that the front windshield is installed. We have had to replace the Odyssey windshield
twice and had to have a crack fixed in it once while on vacation because a pebble flew up off a
car and hit our windshield. Our other complaint on the Odyssey is that there are blind spots
when you are driving The Dodge Caravan we owned immediately prior, was very quiet by
comparison. We returned to the dealership, left the car there for them to fix, twice. They made a
little headway, but never really solved. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. This caused misalignment which then caused the door to bind. The door would open a little
more than half way and then close. It was a bit of a safety issue with the smallest grandchild.
Door hanging down and not closing properly". Rear latches on both failed. All repaired. Back
hatch latch needed to be pushed back into place. Windshield motor failed, post locked up. We
finally had to change the whole mechanism from both doors". It would hang up and not close".
Doors would only open partially, or when fully closed the car would have an alarm stating that
doors were open while vehicle was moving". Sliding door, ramp on right do not function
together well. Should be repaired, but expensive. I stop the door from opening by hitting the
door close button and hit the door close button a second time to get it to start closing again.
This happens more often when the front of the car is pointing downhill. This started to happen
after having the car for over 8 years and after a lot of use with the kids family of 5. Passenger
side fails first because of letting out children on curb side of vehicle. Fix covered by extended
warranty. They close partially and then reverse back to open. Then the other went. Now the first
one is failing again. Honda's mechanism is inferior. I had a '99 Ford Windstar, never had a
problem with electric doors in , miles ". This happened to the passenger side door twice. One
involved a replacement part. These are manual sliding doors. Replaced the motor assy with a
new one from Amazon. The door stop hinge had to be replaced. Now it works great". I just had

the rollers replaced on both sides to eliminate my fear that the doors might fail to open or
close". Problem was the safety switch in the gas filler compartment was no longer functional,
thus the sliding door would not unlock. But repair required full replacement of mechanism.
Local mechanic did repair. The tailgate does lock however if I manually push the tailgate closed.
The remote works after the driver's door unlocked with the mechanical key. Shop had to break
in to box and order another lock mechanism". Not long ago the mirror on the passenger side
was broken. I attempted to replace it myself as the only problem was the broken glass. I could
not do it and I took it to a Bodyshop owned by a friend. While I was told the vehicle had not
been wrecked I found out that the dealership lied to me. This is one of the reasons I will soon be
going to a new Toyota. This is irritating". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Local Honda dealer states only solution is complete
replacement of the panel. Why do that if the problem is likely to reoccur? Why doesn't Honda
develop a dependable, affordable and permanent solution? Replaced both but one came off
again. Back bumper rubber came off after I owned van for 4 years. Has been replaced". These
connections are handled by plastic bolts which sheer off at the least pressure or torque. The
repair is very expensive". They work themselves loos and flap in the wind. It is very difficult to
work them back on to the door track where they belong. Other pet peeve is that all of the
external plastics bleached in the first couple of years of ownership. Florida sun is harsh. But
these went faster than other makes of vehicles I have owned". Due to driving over 'parking
bumps'". The design is such that the trim is very low to the ground, so it can get caught on
things such as parking bumpers. The trim came loose one time a few years ago after getting
snagged on a parking bumper and the piece of trim now seems very easy to dislodge. I have a
hard time keeping that piece secured properly. In contrast, our earlier Honda Odyssey was built
with much better quality and we had never experienced a problem like this before either the van.
Snapped off and is not just having there". With several different drivers it has been difficult".
The clips holding them together are apparently broken. No accidents involved". The car is
parked outside in Tucson, Arizona's hot climate". Honda is unwilling to help owners with this
known problem". Paint almost looks as though the car ran through a sandstorm with the paint
almost removed on the hood and roof above the windshield. I will have to have the car
repainted. Bad enough to prevent me from buying another Honda". The color of the paint is
silver, I don't know if the denisty or otehr qualities of teh paint are influenced by the paint
color". The roof on our vehicle peeled away after three years. The dealer turned a blind eye and
our extended warranty did not cover the problem. American Honda ended up paying part of the
bill, but would not cover repainting the entire car. I saw via the Internet that the problem was
widespread on several model years. I will not buy another Honda". I have not repaired it
because it is not worth the expense. The paint is chipping and flaking. Paint easy to chip in
certain areas". My professional car waxer said the paint is rubbing off, too thin and can't be
buffed anymore. No scratch resistance what so ever. A cheap paint job that may deter me from
buying Honda again". I have kept it garaged for the last 3 years". Waxing helps somewhat.
American Honda covered part of the cost. The Odyssey has a severe paint peeling issue. The
problem continues, but I rather doubt Honda will help again. After a fender bender, the body
shop owner showed me a photo showing that the bottom of the interior pannels were all rusted
away and this after only years of service He then told me that the car was 'ripe' and that I should
seriously think about selling it before the rust would show trough the exterior panels. And that
was two years ago Actually, nothing shows externally and the car looks terrific. It's like that
they forgot to apply internal coating to the interior panels of the car I don't know what to do I
insisted with the insurance company that the repairs be made by a Honda repair shop which
was done. Upon the inspection, the inspector took photos that he sent me that showed
extensive corrosion of the lower section of the body of the car. Even though I respected
rigourusly the maintenance of this car at a Honda dealership, I was surprised to learn of this
problem. The Honda inspector even told me that the car was ripe and that I should seriously
consider selling it. Very disturbing of a car that had only 7 years on the road. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Dealer
repair couldn't find cause, trying 3 different times". Dealership could not fix it after several
attempts. No local shops will work on the vehicle. It goes off when you don't expect it towhether
armed or not. If the car is left in the rain you ar asking for trouble, because the alarm will go off.
I have had the car to the Honda dealer four times this past year and lost two batteries. Will you
buy my car? We have to use manual open and shut for that door, and automatic for the other".
The other issue was with the power steering which needed the pump replaced. The cable was
broken". Not something I have ever encountered on any vehicle before". I had to replace both
the driver and passenger side rear exterior lights. The replaced lights also leaked water after

some time. Water got inside the lens housing and had to be changed. They have been replaced
on one side twice and the other three times and one side still has moisture in it". Parts of the
panels do not light up including temp controls and the automatic gear shift. It make it hard to
change these at night and possibly dangerous. Did not do it. The push function of the light is
also not working correctly. Get the light replaced and it continues to burn out. Back seat lights
haven't been replaced once". Replaced bulb on passenger side overhead light. The other issue
seen is that the power locks will lock and unlock randomly while driving. The issues followed
after repair work that was done to the vehicle after being hit by another car, which damaged the
area around the rear passenger tire. Did not have these problems in the weeks prior to the
repair, but repair shop would not fix the issues because they weren't caused by the accident.
The van is over 10 years old, and any inspection of the electrical system will be costly; money
better spent on a new car. And it won't be a Honda, although the vehicle was generally reliable
during its time. Unsure of cause". Now I am just living with it. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Eventually it did finally die, giving my wife just enough time to get home before the
battery died. The battery was also ruined". They thought it was the alternatpr and replaced that.
Then that one went out". I continued driving, ignoring the light. I was able to drive considerable
distances before it completely quit on me. That is why the car became inoperable". The warning
light for the electrical system came on first". Had to special order part due to rarity of Honda
alternator failure". Found local Honda dealer and was able to drive to dealer for repair". Was
able to coast to a safe place to be towed for repairs. Towed to dealer, alternator replaced,
problem solved. The transmission started slipping and then, while at an intersection, the car
would barely move and we were able to pull into an Advance Auto and wait for a tow truck.
Dealer replaced". Or maybe the fourth. If we leave the car parked for any length of time we live
in a cold climate , even plugged in, the battery dies. It drives me crazy". We cannot clear
previous destinations from our system. System constantly monitors itself causing issue. Very
disappointed I also own a !!!! Not yet seen by a mechanic to diagnose true electrical problem.
Replaced with new one from Costco. No problems since". Was told that Odysseys can produce
significant drain on battery and that regular battery failure is not uncommon". Had to be
replaced". The dealer has a price posted for replacing this part so it must be common".
Changed coils and spark plugs and problem is fixed. It wasn't a recall but the fault was covered
by Honda. Impacted gas milage and I could hear the engine wasn't running quite right. No
significant impact to engine performance". Per Dealer problem is probably a front rocker arm oil
control valve that is leaking. Also car is burning oil. We have also had problems with the
hydraulic lifts for the tailgate, which Honda only reluctantly gave us a partial refund on repair.
We keep our cars for 15 to 25 years and this is the only car that the manufacturer has not stood
behind their product. It has done this for years. I have to swap plugs every 10k miles to prevent
the fouled plug from failing and the car becoming inoperable. Warranty replaced plugs and 2
oxygen sensors". Could not drive and were out of town. Towed to Honda dealer. Found it was
involved in a recall. Something about the number one plug burning out due to the ECO system.
Notified it is now full coverage and they cha". Engine codes indicated that cylinder 4 was having
issues. Was told that I could drive with it. Took to Dealer when I got home, and they fixed issue
and it was covered by warranty. MPG increased". Cylinder misfire". Dealer could not find
problem. Became serious after warranty expired with electrical arcing and burning. Deal fixed
under warranty since symtoms reported during warranty period". Had shop check it out and
replace. My dealership worked quickly the replace the compressor with a Honda rebuilt unit. It
hasn't worked since. The dealership told us what the issue was and quoted us an ridiculous
amount to replace it. In the 10 years we have owned the vehicle it had to be replaced twice. I
parked it because it is hot here in south Georgia and will get it fixed before I drive it again. The
fix is slowed because of Covid Fixed it twice. It turned out the compressor was leaking. Even
after it was resolved, still feel it is not cooling as well as Toyota Avalon". It was resolved when I
got to Florida and had the condenser replaced. We paid hundreds of dollars for a new alternator
we did not need! The dealership paid for this after we complained about the reliability". Simple
repair at my local shop. Not expensive. Bad A. Usually works again if the car is shut off and
restarted. Sometimes doesn't work for days. Taken to dealer 3x, they've suggested adding
refrigerant it's full , replacing the air conditioner when it's called for it works , and offered me a
good deal on a new Odyssey. Local shop diagnosed the problem in an hour, explained how it
needed to be repaired, and had it fixed 2 hours after getting the replacement climate control
module". Now does not cool adequatly again. After investigating, I found out that Honda has a
known relay sensor problem. So I replaced the sensor". The relay was replaced and car worked
fine again". Heater was changed under warranty with no improvement. It seems the heat floor

outlet is badly designed. It is as if a switch is stuck somewhere. I turn it off and on to outwit the
system". Same problem with previous Odyssey ". Took the Honda Odyssey to the dealership for
repair. Finally hope all the leaks have been found. A recharge of the coolant would get the
system working properly for months before it would stop cooling. Honda was finally able to
detect the issue and make the repair. The process was frustrating and inconvenient. Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. No visible oil leaks. Loss of 1 L of oil between changes, km. Initially dealer denied
responsibility, claimed normal to lose 1 L oil per 2 km and told to contact Honda Canada. Honda
Canada refused to acknowledge issue or knowledge of US class action law suit about issue,
referred back to dealer. Dealer serviced car with software update, at my cost, not covered b".
Not reliable at all! Honda has to rebuild them when they start burning oil. Totally disappointed
with quality. Have decided to sell and otherwise would not have done so". I fouled a plug and
through the initial repair it was discovered I needed a short block, which Honda covered". The
problem worsened after , miles. I reported the problem to Honda and they monitored the car. At ,
miles they replaced piston rings, spark plugs, etc. To their credit, Honda paid for the repairs".
The van was stopped and towed to the dealer. The dealer replaced a fouled spark plug and
reprogrammed the variable cylinder management control software. Next, the engine started
consuming oil intermittently with the worst consumption check showing about miles to a quart
of oil. The dealer had just received permission from Honda to re-ring 3 pistons in the engine
when the engine started running". They had previously replaced the spark plugs prematurely on
these cylinders. This problem is apparently related to the eco system that shuts down cylinders
when extra power is not needed. I had bought the car as factory certified but was past the
extended warranty. Honda covered the cost of what was essentially a complete tear down and
rebuild of the engine, even thought the mileage was around K at the time. Had them replaced.
Honda dealer refused to take responsibility that it was somthing they did that caused the engine
to seize up. Not done in acceptable time frame stated. Due the oil bypassing rings causing
spark plug fouling and engine missing and multiple error codes. Honda would not reimburse for
our cost for problem being addressed on road even though it was a problem that began before
warranty coverage. And this was a known problem by Honda motor company. Dealer replaced
engine at no charge to me and gave me a rental car to use as this took about a week. I am
satisfied". All repairs were under warranty". When repair was made, engine had a pronounced
knock, not previously present. Dealer and Honda negotiated to replace engine block at no cost
to consumer. In total, engine short block and head replaced. Honda was compelled to fix based
on Class Action Lawsuit regarding this issue. Wasn't even given a rental car during the week
car was repaired! The car suddenly put out a puff of smoke, began driving very rough and he
engine light flashing. I drove the car home, about 7 miles, and had it towed to Honda. The issue
was covered by an extended warrantee and paid in full by Honda. We had a similar, but more
minor, issue a couple years previous where a cylendar was misfiring causing a rough idle and
the Econ mode to not function. This was also fully covered by Honda extended warrantee.
However, it was very expensive". Expensive cost. We've had to do this on other Honda's too
Accord. Knew it was coming. Why do we have to on the Honda. Just after warranty expired, the
CV joint began making noise. Had it replaced at local mechanic. This reduced the noise, but
could still hear a clunking especially when shifted from forward to reverse. Took to Honda
dealer. Took back twice for the clunking noise which is getting worse. Technicians can't find
anything wrong except that brake booster was leaking. Had that replaced but clunking noise
now sounds like a box of rocks when shifting between reverse and forward Totally frustrating.
Unannounced but was covered when I complained". Ever time there is a new excuse. This is our
third Honda Odyssey and it has been nothing but trouble. Wind noise is loud". Dealership
looked twice, but they could not determine the problem. It has since subsided, but it is still
somewhat existent". Freeway driveway is annoying. Dealer says they all do this. Thought it was
unbalanced wheels or bad tires. No fix though. Eventually, according to dealer both axles
replaced and dealer expense and it drives OK now. Sorry to be vague - but so was the
explanation from the dealer". The axles where bent". There was no vibration under straight and
level steady state conditions. The dealer replaced both axle shafts under CPO warranty. One or
both shafts had worn CV joints or were out of balance. Vibration is now gone, front end noises
have gone away didn't know they were related but they were , and steering feels much tigh".
This has been a problem for a couple of years. We also had a problem with the battery wires
being corroded on a regular basis. The car has just not been very reliable - at least not as
reliable as our other HOnda. When we got home we found when they replaced the alternator
they damaged a pulley and the new alternator was faulty and had to be replaced. Last Honda I
will ever buy. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Dealer replaced belt and belt tensioner. The problem this could happen at

anytime. I mean while you are driving oil levels go to very low without warning. I have convinced
the local service manager to put our car on a consumption test; hope that works they say this
will be " under warranty"". Once about 5 years ago and I second time last week. I pushed the
brake as had as I could and finally shifted into neutral. The car stopped and the acceleration
ceased and the car operated normally. I'm not sure what caused the problem". A very unusual
and loud sound". Dealer tore down top of engine but tap persists. No noticebale affect on
driveability at this time. Oil leak is minor but due to a stripped oil pan plug. Our mechanic says
that aluminum pan can have this issue because of the aluminum composition of unit and
repeated openings and closures from oil changes. There is a recall on excessive oil
consumption on but so far Honda won't fix. I am really mad about it. I wonder if dealer won't fix
because I am an older woman--and if my husband were still alive and dealing with them, they
would have already repaired. Inexpensive to fix". The sensor housing is plastic, which became
brittle and failed. Honda repair would have been expensive. Repaired myself with electrical tape.
Biggest annoyance was the time it took to figure out how to get to the part efficiently".
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Difficult to see". The screen eventually brightens after the car is on for 30 minutes or so. Had to
shut car down to restart GPS. Now, with new disc it still recycles through off after an hour or so
but comes back on by itself". Efforts to tune to those channels in between with the knob
inevitably meet with failure and frustration". Skipping channels, changing volume randomly. We
replaced it". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Pulled over, contacted
nearest Honda dealership. Drove to dealership, who said the engine timing was off which
flooded converter with gasoline and damaged it". Had it fixed Tire leakage on two tires a
problem". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. We had the fluids flushed
and replaced at the dealer. No problems since then, but scary at the time for them". Dealer
suggested keeping an eye on fluid levels and avoid fixing as it is an expensive repair". Last
week major leak of red oil stains accumulated were the odyssey was parked. Transmission
rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. The trans would shake between
gears at a specific mpg". In total we must have returned it for repair of the same problem about
six times, mostly covered by the warranty. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. We have never had this problem with any other cars. We have had cars
with many more miles and never replaced the radiator". Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Honda Odyssey Change Vehicle. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability

charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
standard. Side air bags standard from Head protection air bags and ESC standard from Forward
collision warning optional starting in Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this
vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines
Available. What Owners Say. I believe Honda new of this defect" Kent P. Antilock system ABS
"Recall on brake fluid reservoir requiring replacement. Brakes also wear quickly" Michael M.
This was the first time the vehicle had any sign of brake issues" Anton F. The rotors on the front
were warped and needed resurfacing and the rear brakes were making an awful noise before we
had them replaced" Kevin D. We're replaced, but did not last long" Daniel B. At 50, miles I finally
realized something was wrong when I changed tires, and sure enough, the rotors were not
round, or balanced or whatever" William V. Front brake pads needed replaced after only 24,
miles" Shawn K. The repair was covered by car insurance, and required the full replacement of
the entire electrical system harness and computer system" Marvin B. The root cause was:
factory applied too much adhesive" Shawn K. So, every time I roll the window up or down, you
can hear the squell for 50 yards around" Allen P. Numerous attempts by the dealer to fix has
failed" Allen P. The windows don't close completely' is loose in the door compartment and
sound of air coming in is, at times, deafening" Anonymous, TX Honda Odyssey LX 3. I have no
idea how to fix it and dealer did not have any quick fixes" Eric B. Mostly windows" William V.
Doors or sliding doors "Automatic doors stick and. Door hanging down and not closing
properly" Wayne B. Repaired" M M. We finally had to change the whole mechanism from both
doors" Philippe J. Doors would only open partially, or when fully closed the car would have an
alarm stating that doors were open while vehicle was moving" Matthew D. Now it works great"
Robert J. I just had the rollers replaced on both sides to eliminate my fear that the doors might
fail to open or close" Loline H. This is irritating" Ralph C. Loose exterior trim or moldings "1
broken plastic fasteners to trim above rear hatch handle 2 flapping windshield sealing trim on
driver's side 3 broken flopping plastic on under carriage of front bumper" Anonymous, MO
Honda Odyssey 3. The repair is very expensive" R P. But these went faster than other makes of
vehicles I have owned" Robert B. No accidents involved" Don M. Honda is unwilling to help
owners with this known problem" Peter W. Bad enough to prevent me from buying another
Honda" Robert B. The color of the paint is silver, I don't know if the denisty or otehr qualities of
teh paint are influenced by the paint color" Anonymous, CA Honda Odyssey LX 3. I will not buy
another Honda" Fred D. A cheap paint job that may deter me from buying Honda again" Michael
M. I have kept it garaged for the last 3 years" John B. The cable was broken" Rod P. Not
something I have ever encountered on any vehicle before" David R. They have been replaced on
one side twice and the other three times and one side still has moisture in it" Greg W. Alternator
"Alternator making noise and not charging car battery" Roger S. Then that one went out" Tim R.
It drives me crazy" Christie M. No problems since" Thomas G. Was told that Odysseys can
produce significant drain on battery and that regular battery failure is not uncommon" Brian R.
The dealer has a price posted for replacing this part so it must be common" Philip C. MPG
increased" Richard S. Cylinder misfire" Pavuk J. The dealership paid for this after we

complained about the reliability" Ray S. Local shop diagnosed the problem in an hour,
explained how it needed to be repaired, and had it fixed 2 hours after getting the replacement
climate control module" Andy M. The relay was replaced and car worked fine again" James M. I
turn it off and on to outwit the system" Loline H. Cylinder head "Excessive oil consumption.
Dealer serviced car with software update, at my cost, not covered b" Milan C. To their credit,
Honda paid for the repairs" Klayton K. All repairs were under warranty" Ronald M. However, it
was very expensive" Thomas G. CV joint "One year before the certified used car warranty
expired the left CV boot ripped. Wind noise is loud" Deborah T. Sorry to be vague - but so was
the explanation from the dealer" William B. The axles where bent" Fred T. Vibration is now gone,
front end noises have gone away didn't know they were related but they were , and steering
feels much tigh" Anonymous, CT Honda Odyssey EX-L 3. Accessory belts or pulleys
"Serpentine belt broke due to loose bolts on alternator, which was replaced the previous year. I
have convinced the local service manager to put our car on a consumption test; hope that
works they say this will be " under warranty"" Anonymous, FL Honda Odyssey LX 3. I'm not
sure what caused the problem" William M. Emission control devices includes EGR "System was
leaking because new pump was not capped properly. Biggest annoyance was the time it took to
figure out how to get to the part efficiently" Chris K. CD player "CD player stopped functioning
following the repair, as described previously. Now, with new disc it still recycles through off
after an hour or so but comes back on by itself" Robert T. Catalytic converter "Driving on
highway, and engine light began flashing. Drove to dealership, who said the engine timing was
off which flooded converter with gasoline and damaged it" Anonymous, WI Honda Odyssey LX
3. Had it fixed Tire leakage on two tires a problem" Barbara T. Dealer suggested keeping an eye
on fluid levels and avoid fixing as it is an expensive repair" Robert F. Torque converter "They
called it judder. Radiator "It corroded a hole through it. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The
Honda Odyssey minivan has been around for many decades now and I was really surprised to
see that it actually had pretty decent towing capacities attached it, so long as you had the right
equipment installed and you didn't mind doing a little bit of math. When conducting my initial
research though, I found that online sources didn't provide very accurate information and was
incomplete, to say the least so I wanted to make a better resource for people out there who may
be interested in what the actual towing capacities for the Honda Odyssey's are. Hope this article
helps! Overview of the Data For the Honda Odyssey:. Engine Choices: There were no specifics
on what engine configurations were used for the Honda Odysseys when it came to pulling
power. Out of all of the towing charts, the engine configuration was not affected by the towing
capacity, so it was not an important metric. Configurations: The only configurations that were
listed for the Odysseys was how many passengers you had in the vehicle. The more people
there were, the lower the towing numbers, due to the additional weight in the vehicle. Towing
Capacity: The towing capacity numbers for the Honda Odyssey's did change slightly from
model years but there was a couple of "basic figures" that I noticed. It is recommended that you
look at the specific towing chart for your model year to get the most accurate figure possible. It
is important to note that Honda does specify that the towing capacity depends on the number of
passengers that are in the vehicle which contribute to the GCWR which takes away from the
overall total towing capacity. Most of the towing charts for the Honda Odyssey account for lbs.
The maximum towing capacity for the Honda Odysseys ranged from , lbs. As you can see from
the chart below, the number of passengers affected the overall capacity but was different for the
different models. For the Odysseys' that were not an elite or touring model, the overall capacity
for 2 to 5 passengers did not change but it did change for the elite and touring models. These
different metrics only seem to be for the Honda Odyssey models but you do want to pay careful
attention to which towing capacity you are looking at in the graph below for your vehicle. For
Honda Odyssey is made between , the towing capacity ranged from , lbs. With eight people
writing inside the van, towing was not recommended and is why the chart shows no towing
capacity. As with every year of the Honda Odyssey's, the maximum trailer weight that you can
pull will be dependent upon the number of occupants and will the reduced as you increase the
number of passengers. It is important to note that for the models there was no difference in
overall pulling power in specific models like we saw for the models. On the models it is required
that you have the factory installed transmission and power steering cooler in order to tow with
your Odyssey. This is only offered as a factory installed option and it does not give any
specifics on aftermarket options. Four Honda Odyssey is that were made from , the towing
capacity ranged from pounds, all the way up to pounds, meaning that with eight passengers
you could have up to a pound towing capacity. Other than that, the maximum trailer weight that
you could pull depreciated with the number of passengers that you had in the vehicle, just like

all of the other model years but the capacities were a little bit different and you do want to pay
attention to the notes in the towing dialog box below the chart as some of these are "model
specific" numbers. Another important note to take in account is that models with both a power
steering fluid cooler and a transmission fluid cooler are required in order to get these specific
numbers. The Honda Odyssey's did have the same exact towing specs as the models that
ranged from pounds to 3, pounds but I wanted to make a separate section because some of the
"model specific numbers" were different. Now you will want to keep in mind that the towing
chart listed below does refer to Odysseys that are equipped with transmission coolers and
power steering fluid coolers, in order to get these specs. Honda Odysseys' that were built from ,
did have that same pound to 3, pound maximum towing capacity like the models, but as you can
see from the chart what was different were the amount of passengers in the vehicle to the
allotted weight. The models only had a number of occupants column in the chart that ranged
from 2 to 7 passengers instead of the 2 to 8 passengers that we saw from models and newer.
This is probably why the towing capacity numbers were a little bit different in relationship to the
number of passengers in the vehicle. Again, make a note that these numbers apply to vehicles
equipped with both a transmission cooler and the power steering fluid cooler. The Honda
Odyssey's had a towing capacity range of lbs. Another thing that I wanted to point out in the
towing chart for the model odysseys was the fact that there were two different towing capacity
ranges. One was for models that were equipped with a transmission fluid cooler and the other
column was specs on models that were not equipped with a transmission fluid cooler. This
would mean that the actual towing capacity range for models range from lbs.
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If I do find a more clear answer or some tips along the way, I will be sure to post them as soon
as possible. When towing, Honda recommends that any trailer over 1, lbs. For this article I
chose to use Honda's owner's manuals for the Odyssey's because I found that they were a
reliable resource and very accurate when it came to towing specs and other towing related
information. I have included the links to all of the owner's manuals I used in this article for
people who want to do a little bit more research for themselves or for people who just like to
make sure everything is on the up and up. Not sure why this was the case seems out everything
else was nearly identical. Helpful Resources For The Honda Odysseys: For this article I chose to
use Honda's owner's manuals for the Odyssey's because I found that they were a reliable
resource and very accurate when it came to towing specs and other towing related information.
Related Posts Honda. Ram Towing Capacities. Ford F Towing Capacities.

